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Solid-State Solar Thermal Fuels for Heat Release
Applications
David Zhitomirsky, Eugene Cho, and Jeffrey C. Grossman*
(56 Wh kg−1) employing ruthenium with
higher cyclability have been developed,[5–7]
but remain prohibitively expensive for
wide adoption. With the availability
of accurate computational tools, new
approaches have leveraged carbon nanostructures and insights into the steric
interaction of STFs to increase energy density employing highly cyclable and modest
energy density (60–70 Wh kg−1) azobenzene derivatives.[8,9] While demonstrating
a per-molecule increase in energy density via templating,[10] these approaches
require complex multistep reactions, have
low yields, and the resulting material has
low solubility in most organic solvents
(<1 g L−1). More recently, it was possible
to develop liquid azobenzene fuels at room temperature by
attaching bulky ligands to the molecule,[11] and with several
computational works detailing the possibility of increasing
its energy density through functionalization of the benzene
rings,[12] this platform holds much promise for future STF
developments. With such rapid progress in STF materials, it
is perhaps surprising that the solid-state platform and related
applications have remained largely unexplored, with only recent
studies on semi-solid photoliquefiable ionic crystals reaching
energy densities of 35 Wh kg−1.[13] Transitioning fully to the
solid-state offers the possibility of integrating STF materials
into a multitude of existing solid-state devices such as coatings
for deicing, or novel applications such as solar blankets and
other consumer oriented heating equipment.
We took the view that if properly engineered on the molecular level, STF materials could be controllably tailored within
the solid-state, and that until now, there has not been an efficient method to accomplish this. For one, the most recent
STF reports have relied on carbon scaffolds[10,14] that simultaneously increase synthesis complexity, cannot be deposited
into uniform films, contribute to the optical density without
resulting in photocharging, and introduce uncontrollable
morphological effects that may limit charging and reversible
switching in the solid-state.[15] Similarly, single-molecule thin
films do not make homogenous layers, can often result in crystallization, and melt at low temperatures (≈70 °C for azobenzene) thus limiting their utility in the solid-state. Fortunately,
a wealth of literature exists on azobenzene-based materials
in solid-state applications for microswitches, microactuators, and sensors.[16–21] We postulated that the ideal material
class to form solid-state STF coatings would need to (1) form
smooth films with controllable thickness, (2) be resilient at
high temperatures, (3) preserve the heat release properties of

Closed cycle systems offer an opportunity for solar energy harvesting and
storage all within the same material. Photon energy is stored within the
chemical conformations of molecules and is retrieved by a triggered release
in the form of heat. Until now, such solar thermal fuels (STFs) have been
largely unavailable in the solid-state, which would enable them to be utilized
for a multitude of applications. A polymer STF storage platform is synthesized employing STFs in the solid-state. This approach enables uniform films
capable of appreciable heat storage of up to 30 Wh kg−1 and that can withstand temperature of up to 180 °C. For the first time a macroscopic energy
release is demonstrated using spatial infrared heat maps with up to a 10 °C
temperature change. These findings pave the way for developing highly efficient and high energy density STFs for applications in the solid-state.

1. Introduction
Solar energy is an abundant yet underexploited energy resource
on Earth. Though several large-scale solar energy harvesting
and storage solutions have been developed (such as large-area
solar cells), there is tremendous opportunity for smaller scale
device applications for industrial and consumer use. Closed
cycle systems,[1,2] such as ones employing cyclable energy
storage within the bonds of organic chromophores, offer the
unique advantage of energy harvesting and storage all within
the same material. Furthermore, in some applications, heat
rather than electrical energy may be required, where these
materials have their greatest potential.
The practical aspects of a solar thermal fuel (STF) involve
absorbing photons of energy sufficient to cause an electronic
transition that then drives an isomerization or reversible chemical process. The isomerized, higher energy, state of a practical
STF stores a substantial portion of this photon energy and
has the necessary energetics to prevent substantial thermal
reversion at storage conditions. Solution-state STFs have been
explored as large-scale energy storage materials given the
norbornadiene/quadricyclane system and its high energy density (≈280 Wh kg−1).[3,4] However, these materials were soon
abandoned due to low cyclability, limiting long-term use. In
other approaches, new materials with modest energy storage
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the molecular STF counterparts and maximize the energy density, (4) enable charging, storage, and discharging on devicerelevant timescales, and (5) exhibit feasibility for large area
heat release applications. In this regard, we chose to develop
a polymer solid-state platform that, if engineered correctly,
would be sufficiently tunable and scalable to satisfy these
requirements. Importantly, the rich chemistry available on
both the monomer and polymer backbone enables the application of the same computational design principles previously
employed for single molecule STFs,[12] while also revealing a
newly accessible engineering space given polymer–polymer
chain interaction, cross-linking degree, and conjugation within
the polymer backbone.

2. Results and Discussion
While several reports have employed azobenzenes as part of
the polymer backbone,[22,23] we instead opted for an approach
with more conformational freedom where azobenzene moieties comprised the polymer side chains while simultaneously
maximizing the azobenzene density in the form of homopolymers.[24–26] Figure 1a depicts such a polymer, where the backbone is comprised of an alkyl chain while the side chains are
made up of azobenzenes. When illuminated with photons of
an appropriate energy, the low energy trans-azobenzene molecules would ideally change their conformation to the cis-state,
despite any steric effects resulting from neighboring side-chain
interactions.

Our chosen monomer along with a synthetic route is shown
in Figure 1b, where an acrylate group is attached to an azobenzene derivative to enable polymerization with common radical initiators. Given that adding new functional groups can
drastically change the energetic[12] and optical[27] properties
of azobenzenes, we first verified our intended monomer via
density functional theory (DFT). DFT simulations revealed a
modest potential energy density of 68 Wh kg−1 for the monomer
species, indicating the additional substituent had not caused
a major change in the expected energy density compared to
azobenzene (76 Wh kg−1 from DFT).
Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) on the synthesized
polymer (Figure 1c) enabled us to estimate an average of
45 monomer units per polymer chain (referenced to polystyrene), and reproducibly scale to the gram scale with an overall
reaction yield of ≈60%. Despite a high probability for steric hindrance during synthesis, these polymers grow to sufficiently
large sizes and are capable of being dissolved in organic solvents compatible with spin coating in order to make solid-state
thin films. Additionally, generating these materials in a facile
two-step chemical process presents an attractive avenue toward
scalability and inexpensive production.[28]
The key aspect of effective materials design relies in leveraging the excellent properties of certain small molecule
STFs and transitioning them into the solid-state in the form
of polymers. In this respect, it is important to compare the
monomer and polymer moieties to ensure retention of STF
properties. Absorption spectra (Figure 2a) revealed consistent
optical properties between the two materials, with a slight

Figure 1. Solid-state solar thermal fuel polymer concept. a) A schematic of an azobenzene polymer consisting of four monomers in the trans-state being
converted to the cis-state upon UV illumination. The result is the apparent rotation of that azobenzenes about the N=N double bond. b) Chemical synthesis scheme for generating the homopolymer by employing a radical polymerization of an azobenzene monomer. c) Size exclusion chromatography
performed to analyze polymer samples and deduce the distribution, as well as reproducibility with a scaled-up synthesis.
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Figure 2. Monomer and polymer properties. a) Solution absorption spectra of the monomer and polymer exhibiting two prominent peaks, where the
high-energy peak at 325 nm corresponds to the π > π* transition enabling trans to cis isomerization. b) Eyring–Polanyi plots used to extract the reverse
thermal isomerization barrier energy associated with the discharge process. c) Cycling plots demonstrating the long-term cyclability of the two species
to ascertain the feasibility for long-term material use.

reduction in absorption in the polymer. Similar to azobenzene, the trans-dominant peak exists in the UV at 325 nm,
while the cis-state develops an optically accessible peak at
450 nm. As has been extensively reported for azobenzene,[29]
exciting these materials via the π > π* transition results in
the reduction of the high-energy peak and emergence of the
low-energy peak. The magnitudes of these peaks play a crucial
role in the extent to which solid-state films of the polymer may
be charged. In Figure 2b, an Eyring–Polanyi plot (Section S1,
Supporting Information) enables to extract the reverse isomerization energy barrier often denoted as Ea, for the monomer
(95 ± 2 kJ mol−1) and polymer (86 ± 2 kJ mol−1). Azobenzene
derivatives may be engineered to have a cis-state lifetime
spanning several microseconds to days by tailoring the functional groups attached to the phenyl rings.[30,31] Our materials
exhibit room temperature (25 °C) half-lives (time taken for
50% of the cis isomer to decay back to trans) of 92 ± 1 and
55 ± 1 h for the monomer and polymer species, respectively
(Section S1, Supporting Information), suitable for energy
storage in applications requiring daily cycles. Finally, in order
to be suitable for long-term use, the cyclability of these materials was tested in Figure 2c, where photon sources were used
to cycle the materials between the trans- and cis-states; retention of the optical and thus material properties was maintained for over 100 cycles.
In order to transition the materials to the solid-state, several
facile strategies are available, such as tape-casting, drop-casting,
and spin-coating. The former two techniques generally result in
morphologically poor films, however enable high thicknesses,
while the latter results in good morphology but at the cost of low
thickness or incomplete coverage at low spin speeds. Figure 3a
depicts the development of our solid-state STF platform by constructing a simple solar thermal energy capacitor (STEC) using
a transparent fixed-size 1 in. quartz substrate and depositing
the STF materials on top using toluene via spin-coating. Such
a device ensures that it is possible to monitor the optical properties during charging and discharging cycles, and allows for
highly reproducible samples. Upon inspection of optical microscope images comparing the monomer and polymer STECs in
Figure 3b,c, it is immediately evident that the polymer approach
is ideal for the development of smooth and crack-free films.
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Cross-sectional analysis (Figure 3d) revealed that the polymer
films are highly uniform in thickness.
In order to see the scalability of the spin-coating process, we experiment with solution concentrations spanning
25–100 mg mL−1, where the latter regime approaches the solubility limit of the material in toluene. Figure 3e shows that
using the 50 mg mL−1 process, more than 99% of the light is
absorbed, while the 100 mg mL−1 process saturates the detector.
In Figure 3f,g, the mass and thickness of the STF film is plotted
for each type of STEC process (in this case, concentration variation). Importantly, a film of 1 µm has a mass in the range of
several milligrams and can already absorb all of the light in the
UV region. This result, along with the energy density of the
material, is crucial in determining the thickness and charging
requirements for the material because while at greater thicknesses and masses the total energy is increased, the photon
penetration depth and thus charging is highly stagnated given
some nonunity photostationary cis-state.[32]
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements were
used to accurately determine the energy storage potential of our
STF materials. Figure 4a shows heat release curves for the monomer (42 ± 2 Wh kg−1) and polymer (29 ± 2 Wh kg−1) moieties
charged in solution (toluene); importantly, no melting regime
was observed for the polymer in this temperature range (Section S2, Supporting Information). Such a difference in energy
density may arise from variation in photoswitching quantum
yield, absorption, and thermal reversion barriers, influencing
the photostationary state.[32] Steric hindrance may prevent
photoswitching in the solid-state due to presence of both rotation (steric-sensitive) and inversion mechanisms for isomerization,[33,34] thus limiting the performance of the STECs. In order
to test this, we illuminated our polymer STEC with UV (365 nm
center mercury lamp) and recorded their absorption spectra. As
shown in Figure 4b, the initial uncharged STEC transitions to
a charged state upon irradiation, evident through a reduction
in the 325 nm peak corresponding to the π > π* transition and
emergence of the 450 nm peak (corresponding to the cis n > π*
transition). Upon mild heating (80 °C), the initial spectrum is
fully recovered, with more rigorous heat resilience tested at temperatures approaching 180 °C (Section S3, Supporting Information). Despite optical evidence of photoswitching, the exact
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Figure 3. Solid-state polymer solar thermal fuel films. a) Schematic of the spin-coating process employing the polymer solution in toluene
with a transparent quartz substrate. Charging is accomplished with UV illumination using a lamp centered at 365 nm. Inset shows a 1 in. diameter
semi-transparent solar thermal energy capacitor atop a clean room matt. b,c) Color-adjusted optical microscope images of the monomer and polymer
spin-coated films, respectively (2 mm y-axis). The polymer films are smooth compared to the highly rough monomer films. d) Cross-sectional
SEM image of the polymer film atop silicon exhibiting uniform thickness. e) Solid-state absorption spectra obtained on several samples with variable processing conditions based on polymer STF concentration in solution. f,g) Polymer film mass and thickness, respectively, for the processing
conditions in (e).

energy density of the STEC must be measured once it is charged
in solid-state. In order to achieve this, an STEC (25 mg mL−1
process) was charged and redissolved and dried within a DSC
pan. As shown in Figure 4a, a similar energy density was measured as in the solution-state, with an average energy density of
26 ± 1 Wh kg−1 based on five identical trials. Compared to conventional electrochemical storage methods, the energy density
stored within our solid-state STF materials approaches the lead
acid battery (30–50 Wh kg−1) and is superior to supercapacitors
(0.05–5 Wh kg−1).[35] A summary of the heat release and storage
properties of these materials is presented in Table 1.
To achieve a large heat release per unit area, the total energy
stored within the material is most easily increased with thickness, but at the cost of light penetration. As the material is
charged, it consists of an advancing front of newly converted
cis isomer (weakly absorbing UV) followed by the uncharged
trans portion; however, due to a nonunity photostationary state
in these systems, and nonzero absorption by the cis isomer in
the spectral region of our UV lamp, the UV penetration will be
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stagnated thus greatly increasing the charging time. Figure 4c
shows STECs that have been charged and measured to within
90% of their fully charged state for two different processing
conditions. The rise of the energy density as a function of time
is very rapid at first but then stagnates. For the 100 mg mL−1
process (≈1–2 µm, 2–3 mg), the charging time is more than a
day; however, charging still takes place despite over 99.9% of
the light being absorbed within the first 400–500 nm in the
uncharged film (Figure 3e,g). Similar to charging properties of
the STEC, it is important to verify the discharging expectation
when transitioning between solution and film. Figure 4d plots
the relative fraction of remaining cis isomer after charging in
both solution and solid-state. Fitting with an exponential decay,
the solid-state material can achieve 20%–40% (best, plotted)
improvement in the decay constant, extending the lifetime
of the charged stage. This is consistent with crystalline-phase
azobenzene small molecules having greatly increased thermal
activation barriers for the cis isomer in the solid-state.[36]
Importantly, such length-scales are sufficiently adequate for
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Figure 4. Charging, discharging, and thermal properties of solid-state polymer solar thermal fuels. a) Differential scanning calorimetry traces for
monomer and polymer charged under various conditions. +y direction represents heat release and the Gaussian regions colored overtop a flat baseline represent the integrated energy release. b) Photocharging of the polymer STF film visualized through absorption. Reduction of the high-energy
325 nm peak and increase in the 450 nm peak is indicative of the trans to cis transition. A single film is first charged (top) and then discharged (bottom)
returning to its original state. c) Energy density measured on solar thermal energy capacitors charged in the solid-state as a function of time. With
greater thickness the charging time is dramatically increased. d) Comparison of discharging the polymer STF samples in the dark between the solution
and solid-state. The solid-state STF polymer has enhanced lifetime for the cis-state.

daily solid-state applications where energy may be stored effectively for later use.
In order to meet the requirements of a tunable solid-state
STF platform, the STEC must have thickness (and thus mass)
control well into the micrometer and millimeter scales. Ideally,
the spin-coating process could be extended to make multiple
layers by repeated deposition cycles; however, we found that
repeated exposure to more STF in a solvent simply redissolved
the underlying film. To remedy this, we developed a hybrid
scheme where a liquid cross-linking polymer (poly(ethylene
glycol) diacrylate PGda, n = 250) was used to readily dissolve
our STF polymer. The resultant solution is then spin coated
and UV cured (Figure 5a) thereby generating an insoluble layer.
The film thickness may be controllably increased in such a way,
however, with the drawback of a reduction in the gravimetric
energy density.
As an initial test of this approach, we were able to generate
a thick (>1 mm), flexible, and freestanding polymer STF film
(Figure 5b) by UV-crosslinking the liquid STF hybrid. This
Table 1. Heat storage and release properties of the azobenzene-based
monomer and polymer.
Property
kg−1]

Monomer

Polymer

42 ± 2

29 ± 2

Half-life [h]

92 ± 1

55 ± 1

Cycling stability [no. of cycles]

>100

>100

Energy density [Wh
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large-scale film was insoluble and showed incorporation of
the STF given its orange color. Upon cross-linking, the PGda
forms a rigid network that traps the STF polymer inside
(Figure 5c). Given that the number of PGda units is tunable,
such an approach can generate films with different steric
properties that could in principle be designed to increase the
energy density of the STF themselves.[37] Additionally, the crosslinker may be tailored to have absorption that overlaps strongly
with the cis isomer, thus limiting the rate of back reaction and
leading to a higher photostationary state. Absorption spectra
on single layer films with and without cross-linker (Figure 5d)
revealed that the cross-linking does not interfere with charging
of the STF films, as evident by the reduction of the 325 nm
peak after charging. Furthermore, the cross-linker does not
limit absorption, given minimal absorption for a comparable
thickness film in the spectral region required for the π > π*
STF transition. However, the STF polymer may prevent crosslinking of PGda itself due to its strong absorption, hence UV
crosslinking requires careful balancing of both species.
In order to demonstrate the formation of a layer-by-layer
film, the polymer STF was mixed into the UV-crosslinker at
a 1:10 STF to cross-linker unit ratio. Tailoring the spin speed
enabled to form thin viscous layers atop a silicon substrate that
were then readily cross-linked into insoluble solid-state films by
UV irradiation. As a proof of concept, three such layers were
constructed atop one another and imaged with scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The cross section in Figure 5e depicts
a thick hybrid film where individual layers may be resolved.
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Figure 5. Cross-linking approach for layer-by-layer solid-state STFs. a) Cross-linking concept of the STF polymer film employing a hybrid solution of STF
and cross-linker. UV curing results in an insoluble layer allowing new layers to be deposited on top. b) Photograph of a freestanding, large area polymer
STF film generated using the cross-linking approach. c) Molecular concept for the incorporation of the polymer STF into a cross-linked poly(ethylene
glycol) diacrylate matrix. d) Charging properties of the polymer and hybrid films, as well as optical properties of cross-linked poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate. e) Cross-sectional SEM image of three layer-by-layer hybrid films where individual layers may be resolved (dashed lines), exhibiting exceptional
uniformity and adhesion between layers. f) Sheared hybrid film from (e) where three layers may be clearly resolved atop one another.

To better resolve the three layers, the film was intentionally
sheared to reveal the profile shown in Figure 5f. Importantly,
these films are very uniform, adherent to one another, and
present a scalable way to make variable thickness STECs not
limited by the spin-coating approach. This engineering concept presents further opportunities to incorporate cross-linking
units onto the azobenzenes themselves in order to increase
STF loading or to construct co-polymers with cross-linkable
moieties,[38,39] where the ratio of STF to cross-links may be precisely controlled.
Though the charging, discharging, and appreciable energy
release have been demonstrated for our STF polymer materials, it still remains to determine their efficacy as macroscale
heat-release STECs for realistic solid-state applications. Within
the STEC platform, the substrate mass is ≈1.8 g, with a heat
capacity of 0.8 J g−1, effectively requiring ≈100 mg of polymer
STF to show any appreciable temperature change upon heat
release (5–10 °C). However, given the mass required and thickness scaling from Figure 3f,g (approximately linear with mass),
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a thickness on the order of 50–100 µm is desirable. Given
the considerations in Figure 4c, such a film would require
increased charging requirements. Hence, in order to ensure
complete charging and demonstrate macroscopic heat release,
we instead rapidly charge our materials at a low concentration (≈1 mg mL−1) in the solution state, where charging and
deposition solvents need to be chosen judiciously to maximize
the energy density (Experimental Section). Then, we develop
a multistage drop casting method in order to build up a thick
film, though with greater morphological variation than our
spin-coated STECs. In order to measure the heat release, we
design an experimental setup that triggers the reverse thermal
isomerization using a heating stage (Figure 6a), while simultaneously measuring the spatial temperature profile with an
infrared camera (Video S1, Supporting Information). The
response shown in Figure 6b from the uncharged and charged
films is vastly different, where after initial stabilization such
that the temperature difference between the two films is constant, the charged film temperature sharply overtakes the
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Figure 6. Macroscopic STF polymer heat release. a) Top-view IR heat map of uncharged and charged solar thermal energy capacitors (STECs) placed
on a heating element, with side-view illustration below. Heat map depicted for maximal temperature difference between samples with color bar indicating relative heat magnitude. b) Average temperature recorded on the surface of each STEC plotted as a function of experiment time. c) Average
temperature differences between the two STECs after normalization at the stabilization temperature ≈160 s into the experiment, at least a 10 °C total
change (ΔTmax) in temperature is observed between the samples due to heat release by the charged STF polymer.

control film at ≈100–110 °C, consistent with independent DSC
measurements. Given the scale of the experiment, thermal
coupling within the system, and some inhomogeneity between
the STECs, the temperature variation was as high as 2–3 °C
for control trials on several uncharged films (Section S4, Supporting Information), indicating that the measured result was
well above this temperature variation. To gain a better appreciation for the temperature release, in Figure 6c we normalize
the curve at the point where they have both reached a constant
temperature difference (≈160 s, 40 °C in Figure 6b) and plot the
temperature difference. A dramatic temperature spike at 220 s
results in a ≈10 °C average temperature difference between the
charged and uncharged STECs. Importantly, this heat release
results in a temperature difference on the order of several tens
of seconds, which is important for certain rapid heat-release
applications, and serves as the first demonstration of macroscopic, solid-state application-oriented heat release from an STF
material.

3. Conclusion
The development of the solar thermal fuel capacitor platform
using polymer films has enabled the charging, discharging,
and heat release using optically chargeable molecules within
the solid-state. Polymer STF materials enable uniform morphologies that can span thicknesses of 100 nm to several tens
of micrometers with added tunability by employing UV-activated cross-links. By studying the charging and discharging
properties, and the heat energy stored within the STECs, it
was possible to construct a macroscopic device resulting in
temperature differences as high as 10 °C, demonstrating the
feasibility of these devices for solid-state applications. Given
the rich chemistry available on the monomer and the polymer
backbone, future approaches can leverage these additional
degrees of freedom to enhance the energy density, improve
the optical chargeability and photostationary state, and collect
photons across a greater portion of the solar spectrum. With
such unprecedented materials flexibility and demonstrated
feasibility for solid-state applications, STF materials employed
in the solid-state present a tremendously attractive avenue for
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both fundamental light-matter interaction science and novel
solid-state applications for renewable energy storage and heat
release.

Experimental Section
Density Functional Theory: We carried out standard ab initio
calculations within the DFT framework, using the Vienna Ab Initio
Simulation Package (VASP, v5.3). Plane wave and projector-augmented
wave (PAW) type pseudopotentials with kinetic-energy cutoffs of up
to 400 eV were employed, along with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof
exchange-correlation functional.
Monomer Synthesis: The monomer was synthesized based on a
published recipe.[40] Briefly, phenylazophenol (2 g) was dissolved in
tetrahydrofuran (THF, 25 mL) and triethylamine (1.4 mL) in anhydrous
and oxygen free conditions. Methacryloyl (3 mL) chloride was added
dropwise under inert conditions, while cooling reaction in an ice bath
(resulting in gas evolution, dark color change, and salt precipitate). The
reaction was left stirring at room temperature for 48 h. Extraction was
done by diluting four times with 3:1 mix of dichloromethane (DCM)
(or chloroform) and water. The organic phase was dried with sodium
sulfate and dried under vacuum (<0.1 mbar) overnight. The resultant
material was purified in a silica column using 1:1 DCM:hexanes. Overall
reaction yield was between 70% and 80%.
Polymer Synthesis: In a typical homopolymerization, the monomer
(0.1 g) was dissolved in anhydrous THF (1 mL) and azobisisobutyronitrile
(AIBN, 3 mg) was added. The solution was subjected to three freeze/
pump/thaw cycles. The reaction was run under inert conditions at 65 °C
for 3 h. The polymer was isolated in a solution of stirred methanol and
then filtered and rinsed with additional methanol. The reaction is easily
scaled to 1 g. Maximum yields obtained were 80%.
Size Exclusion Chromatography: SEC measurements were performed
on 0.5 mg mL−1 samples in stabilized, High Performance Liquid
Chromatography (HPLC)-grade tetrahydrofuran using an Agilent
1260 Infinity system with variable-wavelength diode array (254, 450,
and 530 nm) and refractive index detectors, guard column (Agilent
PLgel; 5 µm; 50 mm × 7.5 mm), and three analytical columns (Agilent
PLgel; 5 µm; 300 mm × 7.5 mm; 105, 104, and 103 Å pore sizes). The
instrument was calibrated with narrow-dispersity polystyrene standards
between 1.7 and 3150 kg mol−1. All runs were performed at 1.0 mL min−1
flow rate and 35 °C. Molecular weight values were calculated using
Chemstation Gel Permeation Chromatography Data Analysis Software
(Rev. B.01.01) based on the refractive index signal.
UV–Vis Measurements: Absorption was carried out using a Cary 5000,
with 100 µm concentrations in a 10 cm path length quartz cuvette.
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Solid-state measurements were carried out on 1 in. circular quartz
substrates. Charging in situ was done using a high-power UV lamp,
while cycling was done by optical charging and discharging using an arc
lamp and filters to excite the π > π* and n > π* transitions of the trans
and cis isomers, respectively.
Image Acquisition: Film photographs were obtained using a
conventional optical microscope. High magnification images and
cross-sections were obtained using a Zeiss Merlin scanning electron
microscope by depositing materials on a single crystal silicon substrate.
Solid-State Film Preparation: Spin coating was carried out at 1000 rpm
on 1 in. quartz substrates. Films were dried overnight in air ambient
conditions. Cross-linked films were made by dissolving the polymer in
poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (n = 250) under inert conditions and
using a 2,2-dimethoxy-2-phenylacetophenone photoinitiator. A UV lamp
(3 W) was used to cross-link the film. Thickness measurements were
obtained using a DekTak 6.
Charging and Differential Scanning Calorimetry: Solution samples in
toluene were charged using a 365 nm 100 W UV lamp while cooled at
25 °C while stirring. Solid-state samples were kept at 30 °C using
a cooling stage while charged using the 100 W lamp at a distance of
10 cm. Films were subsequently redissolved in DCM or toluene (solvent
had no impact on DSC energy density values). The solutions were dried
in DSC pans in the dark and sealed, giving a final mass of 1 mg of
material. DSC was carried out using a TA Instruments DSC Q20.
Macroscopic Heat Release: The polymer (100 mg) was charged in a
large flask while being cooled to 10 °C first in toluene for 16 h and then
transferred to acetone and charged overnight. The charged material
was dried using vacuum to a volume of 1 mL and then drop cast in
several steps with a 30 min vacuuming step in between. A final vacuum
(1 mbar) was applied for 6 h before discharge. Discharging was done
relative to an uncharged control on a hot plate while monitoring with an
infrared camera (FLIR Ax5).

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or
from the author.
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